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ABSTRACT

A software program includes at least tWo performance levels.
Each performance level has an associated processor utiliza

tion. Each performance level corresponds to optimization
criteria, such as a quality of data processing performed by the
softWare program. The performance level is selected to main
tain processor utilization by the softWare program Within
constraints, such as a desired range of processor utilization
and a minimum idle thread allocation.
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MANAGING A VIDEO ENCODER TO
FACILITATE LOADING AND EXECUTING
ANOTHER PROGRAM

idle thread utiliZation. A performance level is selected to
adjust, if necessary, the performance level such that the pro
cessor utiliZation by the software program and the idle thread
usage remain within control constraints.
In one embodiment, a highest performance level corre

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

sponding to highest data processing quality is selected that is
The present invention is generally directed towards man
agement of microprocessor resources. More particularly, the
present invention is directed at monitoring and managing a
software program’s utilization of a microprocessor.

consistent with the constraints. In one embodiment, the high
est performance is selected to maintain processor utiliZation
by the software program within a desired range while main
taining a minimum idle thread allocation for at least a range of

operation.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

As microprocessor speed has increased, software pro gram
mers have developed an increasing number of complex soft

The invention is more fully appreciated in connection with

ware applications that can run on microprocessors. As one

the following detailed description taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, in which:

example, microprocessors having central processing unit
(CPU) clock rates greater than several hundred megahertz

permit a variety of audio, video, graphics, and digital signal
processing functions to be implemented largely or entirely in
software. This has permitted complex software applications

20

to be utiliZed in a variety of consumer devices that have one or

more microprocessors, such as personal computers, media

center personal computers, and personal video recorders.
A variety of consumer devices have more than one soft

25

ware application capable of running simultaneously on dif
ferent execution threads of a microprocessor. One problem

invention;
30

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating CPU utiliZation man
agement for a software encoder in accordance with one

software consumes more than its fair share of the micropro

embodiment of the present invention;
35

The problem of running complex software applications on
microprocessors is exacerbated by variations in processor
capability. During the manufacture, maintenance, or upgrad
ing of a consumer device, different types of microprocessors
may be utiliZed in the consumer device, which creates a

40

potential variability in the microprocessor capability.
Additionally, the problem of running complex software
where a user can add or upgrade software. For example, many
45

invention;

invention; and
FIG. 10 is a table illustrating an exemplary mapping of
functions enabled for different encoding levels in accordance

software or make software upgrades that increase the com

plexity of existing software applications. Thus, a complex

with one embodiment of the present invention.

software application that works well with other software
when consumers ?rst buy their personal computer system
may not coexist well with other programs after the consumer

FIG. 7 is a ?ow chart illustrating a process for determining
encoder CPU usage estimates for various encoder levels in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a ?ow chart illustrating selection of an encoder
level in accordance with one embodiment of the present
FIG. 9 illustrates variation in a software encoder’s CPU
usage as a function of the CPU usage of other software pro
cesses in accordance with one embodiment of the present

applications on microprocessors is exacerbated in systems
personal computer systems permit consumers to load new

FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart of a method of controlling processor
utiliZation in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention;

slower than is acceptable by a consumer because the complex
cessor’s resources.

present invention;
FIG. 4 is a ?ow chart of a method of controlling processor
utiliZation in accordance with one embodiment of the present

that occurs is that a complex software application may con
sume too large a percentage of the processing power of a

microprocessor to permit another software application to load
and execute properly. This may result, for example, in other
software applications requiring a longer time to load and run

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating possible interactions
of a processor with execution threads of software applications
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a processor utiliZation
control technique in accordance with one embodiment of the

50

Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts
throughout the several views of the drawings.

has added/upgraded other software applications.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Consumer devices also include other types of integrated
circuit processors besides microprocessor CPUs, such as

graphics processing units (GPUs), application speci?c inte
grated circuits (ASICs), and dedicated specialty processors.

FIG. 1 illustrates a computing system 100 in accordance
55

with one embodiment of the present invention. In one

Analogous issues occur when complex software is run on

embodiment, computing system 100 is a consumer device,

such other integrated circuit processors.
Therefore what is desired is an improved apparatus, sys
tem, method, and computer program product to manage pro

entertainment system having a digital video recording capa

cessor utiliZation.

such as a personal computer (PC), media center PC, or an

60

following discussion that computing system 100 is not lim
ited to these examples.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, a display 105 and speakers 110 are
provided as an audio-visual interface. A keyboard 170, mouse

A software program is adapted to have at least two perfor

mance levels for processing data, where the performance

bility, such as an entertainment system having a personal
video recorder (PVR). However, it will be understood in the

65

180, or other control interface (not shown) may be provided

levels each require a different processor utiliZation. Processor

for a user to cause one or more software programs 140, 145,

utiliZation by the software program is monitored, along with

and 160 to run on computing system 100.

US 7,584,475 B1
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Computing system 100 has a processing section 102 that

As described below in more detail, adjustable software
program 160 has a selectable performance level that permits
an adjustment of the processor utiliZation associated with

includes a processor module 120 having at least one inte

grated circuit processor, such as a central processing unit

(CPU) 125, graphics processor unit (GPU) 130, or another
processor, such as a dedicated processor 135. In one embodi

5

ment CPU 125 is implemented as a microprocessor and GPU
130 is implemented as an integrated circuit. In one embodi

ria. Examples of optimization criteria include data processing
quality and data throughput.

ment, processor module 120 includes two or more CPUs 125

In one embodiment, the performance levels may, for

or a hyperthreaded CPU 125 emulating at least two logical
processors. In some embodiments, dedicated processor 135

example, correspond to an ordered ranking of data processing
quality, with the highest performance levels corresponding to

comprises an application speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC),

the highest quality data processing and the lowest perfor

custom hardware, or other components to perform a dedi

mance levels corresponding to the lowest quality data pro
cessing. It will be understood that there may be a discrete or

cated data processing function.
Computer system 100 includes at least one adjustable soft
ware program 160 having at least two performance levels for

semi-continuous arrangement of performance levels depend

performing a data processing function. Computer system 100
may include other computer programs 140, 145, as well.

Computer programs 140, 145, and 160 each include computer
instructions stored on at least one memory 165. In some

embodiments, an individual computer program 140, 145 or

20

160 executes on only one of the processors, such as only on

CPU 125. However, it will also be understood that in some
across two or more of the processors, such as across a CPU
25

Computer system 100 includes a processor usage monitor
150 to measure the processor utiliZation of adjustable soft
ware program 160 with respect to at least one of the proces
sors 125, 130, or 135. In one embodiment, processor usage

monitor 150 utiliZes a Microsoft Windows® performance
monitoring application program interface (API) known as a

30

35

selectively enabled/disabled to adjust processor utiliZation.
Thus, in this example a performance level maps to speci?c
sub-processes that are enabled within a larger data processing
40

45

search and video quality. A larger motion search requires
more CPU utiliZation but generally provides better video

quality. As illustrative examples, adjustable software pro
50

accuracy used in calculations, error handling processes, a
level of detail, number of iterations performed in an iterative
55

programs 140 and 145 to start and execute properly.

process, speci?c sub-processes utiliZed to process data, input
variables utiliZed for analysis, and number of outputs gener
ated.

60

program 160 is initially the only program running, then other
software programs 140 and 145 will not load rapidly if the
processor utiliZation associated with adjustable software pro
gram 160 is too high. In particular, if adjustable software
program 160 has too high a level of processor utiliZation, the
idle thread utiliZation will be too low for other software

gram 160 may have one or more parameters for selecting

noise reduction processes that are used, prediction algorithms
used, a level of sophistication used in data analysis, a level of

single software program.
As illustrated in FIG. 2, a processor, such as CPU 125, may
execute threads of execution 205, 210, and 215 for two or
more programs. Each thread 205, 210, and 215 places a
demand on the processor’s resources. If adjustable software

between quality and processor utiliZation (e.g., in a PVR
embodiment the tradeoffs may be between video data quality
and processor utiliZation). For example, in a software video
encoder a tradeoff may be made between a siZe of a motion

that adjustable software program 160, processor usage con
troller 155, and processor usage monitor 150 may be imple
mented as separate software programs. Alternatively, adjust
able software program 160, processor usage controller 155,
and processor usage monitor 150 may be implemented as a

process performed by adjustable software program 160.
Additionally, a performance level may also map to a selection
of attributes of sub-processes that are related to tradeoffs

ware program 160 in response to processor utiliZation mea

It will be understood throughout the following discussion

embodiment, adjustable software program 160 may permit
one or more features of adjustable software program 160 to be

troller 155 to adjust the performance level of adjustable soft
surements generated by processor usage monitor 150. In one
embodiment, processor usage controller 155 comprises com
puter executable instructions resident on memory 165. How
ever, it will also be understood that processorusage controller
155 may be implemented in hardware, ?rmware, or combi
nations of hardware and software.

able software program 160 permits a tradeoff to be made

between processing quality and processor utiliZation.
Adjustable software program 160 may comprise any soft
ware program that can be adapted to have performance levels
that can be adjusted to change processor utiliZation. In one

comprises computer executable instructions resident on
memory 165. However, it will also be understood that pro
cessor usage monitor 150 may be implemented in hardware,
?rmware, and combinations of hardware and software.
Computer system 100 also includes a processor usage con

applications, a minimum processing quality (e.g., a minimum
performance level and a minimum processor utilization) is
necessary to achieve a satisfactory result, although a higher

processing quality (e.g., a higher performance level and a
higher processor utiliZation) may provide a superior process
ing result. Thus, selection of a performance level of adjust

performance data helper (PDH) for measuring CPU utiliZa
tion. PDH may be used to allow a program to query the CPU
usage of individual CPU processes over a speci?ed time
duration. In one embodiment, processor usage monitor 150

ing upon whether processing quality can be varied incremen
tally or quasi-continuously.
Since it typically requires more processor resources (e. g.,
more computations and operations) to perform data process
ing at a higher quality, the highest performance levels will
thus also typically require greater processor utiliZation. For
example, in a PVR it typically takes more computational
resources to encode video data at a higher quality. For many

embodiments an individual computer program may run
125 and a GPU 130.

adjustable software program 160. The performance levels
may correspond to an ordered ranking of optimiZation crite

Examples of software applications executable on a CPU
that may be adapted to be an adjustable software program 160
include encoders, such as audio encoders, audio preproces
sors, video encoders, video preprocessors, and audio or video

multiplexors. Other examples include media encoding,
including a multi-media encoder and media transcoding,
including a multimedia transcoder. In these examples, there is
65

typically a combination of features or attributes are that may

be adapted to be dynamically selectable to achieve an adjust
able software program 160.

US 7,584,475 B1
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Examples of software applications running on a GPU or

tion range. For example, if the constraint control parameters

across a CPU and a GPU that may be adapted to have more

include a target idle thread utiliZation, measurements of the
actual processor utiliZation and idle thread utiliZation may

than one performance level include graphics programs for

enabling or disabling programmable features that increase

indicate that the performance level needs to be adjusted doWn
to maintain the target idle thread utiliZation. Alternatively,

GPU utiliZation. Some GPUs have a variety of programmable
features. For example, aspects of programmable GPUs are
described in US. Pat. No. 6,452,595 entitled “Integrated

measurements of the actual processor utiliZation and the idle
thread utiliZation may indicate that the performance can be
increased to a higher level and still result in a processor

graphics processing unit With antialiasing,” US. Pat. No.
6,532,013 entitled “System, method, and article of manufac
ture for pixel shaders for programmable shading,” and US.

utiliZation and idle thread utiliZation that is compliant With
the constraints. In some embodiments, determining hoW
much to adjust the performance level is determined by gen

Pat. No. 6,577,309 entitled “System and method for a graph
ics processing framework embodied utiliZing a single semi

erating running estimates of processor utiliZation for previous

conductor platform,” the contents of each of Which are hereby
incorporated by reference. In a programmable GPU, com

instantiations of adjustable softWare program 160 at different

performance levels.
While processor usage controller 155 may adjust the per
formance level immediately in a single step-response, it Will
also be understood that embodiments of the present invention

mands may be generated that turn on or off other processes

that require signi?cant GPU resources, such as anti-aliasing.
As another example of an adjustable softWare program
160, some types of encoders are implemented as a combina
tion of softWare running on a CPU interacting With a dedi
cated processor (e.g., dedicated hardWare or an application

20

speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC) processor). For this case,
the adjustable softWare program 160 may be adapted to have
performance levels that adjust processor utiliZation of the

mance level can be increased from a loWest performance level

to a highest performance level, control stability is improved in

CPU.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the interaction of
processor usage monitor 150, processor usage controller 155,

and adjustable softWare program 160. Adjustable softWare
program 160 receives data input(s) 320 and generates pro
cessed data output(s) 330. The quality With Which softWare
program 160 processes the data input(s) 320 depends upon
the performance level selected by processor usage controller
155. A processor utilization monitor 150 monitors the actual
processor utiliZation devoted to executing adjustable soft

25

single large jump in performance level. Additionally, the time
constant (e. g., time interval) for making each smaller adjust
30

FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating one embodiment of a
35

40

FIG. 5 is a How chart illustrating another embodiment of a

45

control parameters 310 include limitations on the range of
50

160. In another embodiment, after an initial startup, subse
quent startups use a startup performance level selected to be a
default value based on the initial startup. Processor utiliZation

55

is monitored 510. The performance level is decreased 520 if it
is determined 515 that a decrease in performance level is
required to remain Within the control constraints (e.g., con
straints on processor utiliZation and idle thread utiliZation).
The performance level is increased 530 if it is determined that
an increase in performance level can be made that is Within
the constraints. The performance level is otherWise main

60

tained 540. As indicated by dashed lines 545, 550, and 555,
after the initial startup, periodic monitoring 510 and determi
nation of adjustments 515 and 525 of performance level may

softWare program 160; constraints on idle thread utiliZation
such as a minimum idle thread utiliZation for a range of

operation; and time constants for making adjustments. Addi
tionally, in some embodiments, a constraint control param
cessor utiliZation by a scaling factor to reduce poWer

consumption or heat dissipation.
Processor usage controller 155 generates a performance
level command 315 to instruct adjustable softWare program
160 to adjust its performance level to a level selected to
achieve a desired target utiliZation appropriate for the con
straints of constraint control parameters 310. In one embodi
ment, the performance level command 315 may be calculated
by determining a target processor utiliZation consistent With
constraint control parameters 310 and identifying a maxi
mum performance level Which Will bring the actual processor
utiliZation into compliance With the target processor utiliZa

Ware program 160. At startup, a startup target performance
level is selected 505. In one embodiment, the startup target
performance level is selected to be signi?cantly loWer than a

maximum possible performance level. As one example, the
startup performance level may be selected to be a loW (e.g.,
the loWest) performance level of adjustable softWare program

310. Constraint control parameters 310 may be permanently
set or be dynamically programmable. Examples of constraint

eter may include a command to scale back a maximum pro

operating condition.
method of selecting processor utiliZation of adjustable soft

applications (e.g., softWare programs 140 and 145).

maximum and minimum processor utiliZation for adjustable

method of controlling processor utiliZation. A processor’s
utiliZation is monitored 405. The performance level of the
adjustable softWare program is adjusted 410 to maintain the
adjustable softWare program’s processor utiliZation Within a
desired utiliZation range for the constraints of the current

160. In one embodiment, idle thread utiliZation is also mea

Processor usage controller 155 selects a performance level
for adjustable softWare program 160 in response to processor
usage measurements 305 and constraint control parameters

ment may be different from each other. It Will also be under
stood that processor usage controller 155 may have time

responses for implementing a performance level change that
depend upon the current performance level.

required for executing threads of adjustable softWare program
sured. It Will be understood that remaining processor utiliZa
tion not be devoted to adjustable softWare program 160 and
idle threads may be inferred to be utiliZed by other softWare

some applications if processor usage controller 155 makes
the adjustment of performance level as a sequence of tWo or

more smaller changes in performance level rather than a

Ware program 160 on a selected processor 125, 130, or 135

and generates a processor usage measurement 305. The pro
cessor utiliZation may, for example, be measured as a percent
age of the available clock cycles available on processor 125

include a more complex time response to improve controller
response and stability. In some embodiments, processor uti
liZation allocated to idle threads or to adjustable softWare
program 160 is varied over time. For example, if processor
utiliZation and idle thread utiliZation indicate that perfor

take place.
One bene?t of one embodiment of the method illustrated in

FIG. 5 is that a performance level is automatically selected for
65

adjustable softWare program 160 that is the highest perfor
mance level consistent With loading and execution of other
programs. In one embodiment, the target maximum processor

US 7,584,475 B1
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utilization is selected to have su?icient idle thread utilization

CPU meter 650 monitors utilization of CPU 125. At peri
odic time intervals a control algorithm monitors the CPU
usage (e.g., where CPU usage is measured as a percentage
from 0 to 100%) of the software video encoder 660 and the
idle process thread utilization and reports these measure
ments to CPU usage controller 655. The CPU usage of the
encoder process over the time interval i is de?ned as El. and the

to facilitate loading and execution of other software applica
tions. In one embodiment, idle thread utilization is preferably
about 20% such that the target maximum level is at most 80%
for adjustable software program 160. Another bene?t of the
method illustrated in FIG. 5 is that it facilitates using adjust
able software program 160 in computer systems having dif
ferent processor capabilities, since the software will auto
matically determine at startup a maximum performance level

usage of the idle thread over the same interval is de?ned as Ii.

The CPU usage of all other miscellaneous software processes

that can be executed on the processor. As an illustrative

is de?ned by M1- which may be calculated by the equation:

example, adjustable software program 160 may have a startup

Mi:100—El-—Ii.

level and a range of performance levels selected so that
adjustable software program may adapt two or more different

The selection of the time interval over which CPU meter
650 takes measurements involves several tradeoffs. A shorter

types of processors having different capabilities (e.g., differ

time interval allows the CPU control algorithm to respond

ent processor speeds).

more quickly to changes in CPU usage. However, CPU mea

In one embodiment, the constraint on maximum processor

surements taken over a shorter duration are generally less

utilization is adjusted to reduce power consumption. High
power consumption generates heat, which increases cooling

accurate. A time interval of 0.5 seconds has empirically been

requirements and which may also shorten processor lifetime.

especially noisy, they can be ?ltered using a simple recursive
in?nite impulse response (IIR) ?lter.

High power consumption also decreases battery lifetime in

found to be a reasonable value. If the CPU measurements are
20

mobile applications. Consequently, in one embodiment pro

In one embodiment, CPU usage controller 655 has three

cessor usage controller 155 decreases the maximum proces
sor utilization for a condition requiring decreased power con

input constraint control parameters, Iml-n, Em”, and Emax that

sumption. In one embodiment, processor usage controller
155 receives a command to reduce (scale) the maximum

between video quality and CPU utilization. The parameter

in?uence tradeoffs that CPU usage controller 655 makes
25

processor utilization. However, alternatively, processorusage
controller 155 may receive other data inputs indicative of a
condition requiring a reduction in power consumption from
which it makes a decision to reduce maximum processor
utilization.
As an illustrative example of an adjustable software appli
cation 160, one embodiment of an adjustable software video

Em,” is a minimum CPU allocation for a given encoder pro
cess. A minimum encoder CPU allocation is useful to main
tain a minimum level of video quality even when the CPU is

fully utilized. The parameter, Imin, speci?es a minimum target
allocation for the idle thread. In other words, at least Iml-n
30

percent of the CPU should remain idle as long as software
video encoder 660 has attained its minimum allocation. Pro

viding an idle allocation minimizes start-up and execution

encoder executable on a CPU will now be described. FIG. 6 is

latency of other software applications. The parameter Emax is

a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a software

a maximum encoder allocation. The maximum encoder allo

video encoder 660 in accordance with the present invention.
In the embodiment, of FIG. 6, the processor usage monitor

35

150 is implemented as a CPU meter 650, processor usage
controller 155 is implemented as a CPU usage controller 655,

and adjustable software program 160 is implemented as soft
ware video encoder 660. The other components (not shown)

cation is implicitly upper-bounded by the idle thread alloca
tion. However, there may be circumstances in which specify
ing an explicit upper bound is desirable. For example, it may
be desirable to limit the variability of the encoding quality
that would result from a dramatic change in CPU usage.

40

In one embodiment a time constant, "c, is associated with

in FIG. 6 may be substantially the same as those described in

each target CPU allocation. For example, in one embodiment

regards to FIG. 1.
Adjustable software video encoder 660 may be adapted to
be compliant with one or more Motion Picture Experts Group

the idle CPU usage measured over a one second duration

(MPEG) standards for encoding video. In embodiments in

should never drop below 10%. Associating a smaller CPU
allocation with a shorter time constant can help prevent over
45

reaction by the encoder control algorithm when, for example,

which software video encoder 660 is used on a PC, software

the idle thread drops temporarily because of a noisy CPU

video encoder 660 is preferably designed to be compatible
with the execution of other software programs commonly
used on PCs, such as web browsers, email readers, word

measurement or a short-term change in CPU activity. Note
that a minimum encoder allocation implies a maximum CPU

processors, and games.

allocation for miscellaneous software processes given by
50

Software video encoder 660 receives input images 670 and

CPU usage controller 655 utilizes the CPU usage measure

ments and input parameters to select an encoding level for

generates an encoded bit stream 680. In one embodiment,

software video encoder 660 has performance levels corre
sponding to n encoding levels, where n is an integer that can
take on values from 0 to Nmax (where Nmax is the maximum
value of n. Each encoding level corresponds to a particular

software video encoder 660. The encoding level, in turn,
55

parametric con?guration of software encoder 660 (or operat
ing mode), representing a different tradeoff between CPU
usage and visual quality (e.g., video quality of bit stream
680). In one embodiment the encoding levels correspond to
different modes that trade off video quality for CPU utiliza
tion. For example, a more sophisticated motion search algo
rithm can be enabled to provide better video quality at the
expense of additional CPU consumption. Similar tradeoffs
can be made by turning on or off a software noise pre?ltering

algorithm or switching between image resolutions for
example of, 720x480 and 352x240.

Mmax:l00—E,m-n.

determines the CPU utilization of software video encoder
660.
The ability of CPU usage controller 655 to regulate soft
ware encoder 660’s CPU utilization depends upon several

factors. To accurately select the encoding level of the encoder
to achieve a desired CPU utilization, the CPU usage control
60

algorithm requires accurate predictions of the expected CPU
usage of the encoder for each of the encoding levels. Static
predictions may not work well since the CPU usage of a
software encoder 660 typically depends on a number of vari

65

ables such as the CPU speed, the video content, the bitrate,
and other factors.
In one embodiment, running estimates are generated of
processor utilization for each encoding level based upon mea
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sured processor utilization. Referring to FIG. 7, in one

Additional heuristics or conditions can be introduced to

embodiment CPU usage controller 655 acquires input control

prevent the adjustment of the encoding level from being

parameters 705 at the start of a time interval 710. CPU usage
controller 655 acquires CPU usage measurements 715 for a

overly reactive due to noisy or time-varying CPU measure
ments. The overly reactive behavior manifests itself When the

current encoding level as part of its process of deciding
Whether to adjust the encoding level 725. The instantaneous
CPU usage measurements of the software encoder, {B1}, are

algorithm alternately increases and loWers the encoding level
in rapid succession.

used to generate dynamic estimates, {Eng OEnENMM}, for

include softWare encoders designed to implement multiple

each encoding level of the encoder n and for each time inter
val (or iteration) i. In one embodiment, initial CPU usage

tWo or more simultaneous television shoWs using a single

It Will also be understood that the softWare encoder can

simultaneous video encoding processes, such as recording

PVR. In this case, the computational effort Will scale approxi
mately as the number of simultaneous video encoding pro
cesses, assuming that each video encoding process has the
same performance level.
FIG. 9 is an exemplary graph illustrating video encoder

estimates, {EM}; OEnENMM} are calculated for each encod
ing level and then updated 720 for each neW i 722 recursively
according to the formula:

CPU usage 910 and idle thread CPU usage 915 as a function
1

II'ELH +(1— l1)'Ei

if n = ncurr

E mil

otherwise

Eni =

,

20

of miscellaneous CPU usage 920 by other softWare programs.
The example of FIG. 9 corresponds to parameters for an
embodiment in Which softWare video encoder 660 is used to
record television shoWs for a personal video recorder, such as

25

ment, the parameters illustrated in FIG. 9 correspond to an
application in Which softWare video encoder 660 is used to
record content (e.g., television shoWs) onto a storage medium
of a media center PC. Another program (not illustrated in FIG.

,

in a media center PC having a PVR capability. In one embodi

Where n61”, is the current encoding level of the encoder and 0t
is an aging factor that controls the rate at Which the estimate
can change. In one embodiment, the estimates are further

forced to be monotonic (i.e., EUZEFU).
One strategy for initialiZing the CPU estimates, {E49,
OEnENMM}, on a neW system is to simply average the ?rst K
available measurements of encoder usage for each respective
level. This approach requires that the encoder be run at each
encoding level for an adequate period to obtain a reasonably
accurate CPU usage estimate for that level. Once suf?ciently
accurate estimates have been generated, they can be saved for
the purpose of initialiZing the CPU control algorithm in sub
sequent encoder instantiations.

1) may be used to perform the PVR functionality.
In the example of FIG. 9, the minimum idle thread utiliZa
tion is set to a level to facilitate loading and execution of other
30

35

FIG. 8 is a ?owchart illustrating one embodiment of a

Mmax:70%. Finally, to permit a high level of video quality to
be recorded When other applications do not require signi?cant

method of incrementing and decrementing encoder levels.
CPU usage controller 655 responds to deviations in the CPU

usage measurements El. and II. by dynamically decrementing
or incrementing the encoding level n of the encoder at the
completion of each time interval i. The encoding level n is
decremented 815 to n:n—1 in response to determining that the

programs. A minimum idle thread allocation, Iml-n, may be set
to 20% if most applications on a particular CPU and operating
system require a CPU headroom of 20% to start-up and/or
execute smoothly. To guarantee a particular minimum visual
quality, the minimum encoder utiliZation, Emin, may be set to
a minimum level, such as 30%, Which implies the maximum
CPU allocation for miscellaneous softWare processes is

40

folloWing three conditions 820 are met:
45

CPU resources, a maximum CPU encoder CPU utiliZation,
EMU, may be set to 60%.
The video encoder CPU usage 910, idle CPU usage 915,
and miscellaneous CPU usage 920 must add up to 100% CPU
utiliZation at any one time. In the simplest case, the video
encoding starts at some initial time With the CPU idle, and the
CPU control algorithm increases an encoding level of the
video encoder 660 until the video encoder 660 achieves its

maximum CPU usage (to increase video quality) of 60%,
leaving 40% idle. If a user starts to run other softWare appli

The encoding level is incremented 835 in response to deter
mining 830 that the folloWing tWo conditions are met:

n<NmaX

50

cations, the miscellaneous CPU usage 920 increases. If the
miscellaneous CPU usage 920 is relatively small, say 10%,
these applications do not impact the video encoder because
the combined CPU usage of the encoder at 60% and the
miscellaneous applications at 10% still leaves 30% of the
CPU idle.

55

Where Al- is the expected increase in CPU usage that Will result
if the encoding level is increased and is given by:

Ai:Fr|+1,i_
60

HoWever, if the miscellaneous CPU usage increases to a
threshold level 950, the CPU usage controller 655 may have
to begin reducing the encoder CPU usage 910 for any further
increases in miscellaneous CPU Usage 920. For example, if
the miscellaneous CPU usage 920 increases its CPU utiliZa
tion to 30%, the CPU control usage controller 655 needs to
reduce the encoder CPU load from 60% to 50% in order to

Because the estimates for CPU usage increase monotonically

maintain an idle allocation of 20%. Note that for a range of

With encoding level, Al- is assured to be non-negative, and
therefore the conditions for decrementing and incrementing

operation for miscellaneous CPU usage 920 varying betWeen

the encoding level are mutually exclusive. Note that in one
embodiment that the ?rst startup adjustment 805 is to select a

encoder CPU usage 910 may adapt betWeen points 980 and

a ?rst threshold 950 and a second threshold 960 that the

target startup level 810 corresponding to the loWest (n:0)

990 to preserve the minimum idle utiliZation.
When the miscellaneous CPU usage 920 reaches 50% at

encoding level.

threshold 960, the encoder drops to its minimum allocation of

65
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As one example, there are a variety of transcoding appli

30%. Further increases in miscellaneous CPU usage 920 are

taken from the idle budget, since the encoder CPU usage is

cations in Which a user may desire as high a throughput as
possible but also Want to run other softWare programs on the

?xed at a minimum value. Eventually, at point 970 a maxi
mum CPU usage of miscellaneous applications is reached at

computer While the transcoding process is being performed.

70%, leaving 30% for the encoder, and 0% idle.
As previously described, in one embodiment, softWare

Transcoding is used, for example, to convert a recorded shoW
or song to be vieWed on another type of device (e.g., convert

video encoder 660 is used in a computer system, such as

ing from the format of a laptop to that of a handheld pocket PC

media center PC, having a PVR functionality. It is desirable
that a PVR record the shoW With the highest quality in the
smallest ?le siZe While alloWing the user ?exibility to start-up

type device). Transcoding may be used to reduce the storage
required for a shoW or song. Transcoding also may be used to
store a shoW or song onto another type of medium, such as a

and run other applications concurrently Without causing

CD. In o?iine transcoding a user may schedule conversion
(transcoding) of a recorded television shoW or song from one
format to another format or from a higher bit-rate to a loWer
bit-rate. The conversion process may take a signi?cant

dropped frames in the software video encoder 660. In accor
dance With one embodiment of the present invention, the
softWare encoder has a range of minimum to maximum CPU

utiliZation that is consistent With an acceptable range of video

amount of time, depending upon the data siZe of the ?le being
converted, such that it is scheduled in the background. The

quality. While it is preferable, in terms of video quality, to
operate at a higher CPU utiliZation, in accordance With the

user typically desires that the conversion is completed as fast

present invention CPU utiliZation may be decreased as

as possible, i.e., at the highest possible throughput. In accor

needed to permit other softWare applications to run properly.

dance With one embodiment of the present invention, a

In one embodiment, softWare video encoder 660 includes

transcoding program has at least tWo different performance
levels corresponding to tWo different tradeoffs betWeen pro
cessor utiliZation and throughput. In analogy to previously
discussed examples, the processor usage and idle thread uti
liZation are monitoring and the performance level of the

variable bit rate (VBR) encoding, although it Will be under
stood that an alternate embodiment includes constant bit rate

(CBR) encoding. More consistent visual quality can be
obtained if the video encoder employs a rate control scheme
that reacts sloWly to deviations betWeen the actual and the
target average bit rate. A variable bit rate encoding is prefer

25

able to handle spikes in CPU usage by other softWare appli
cations. For example, consider the case in Which the CPU
usage controller 655 reduces the encoding level in response to

a temporary spike in CPU usage by other applications. AVBR

30

transcoding program is selected to be Within control con
straints such that other programs have su?icient idle thread
utiliZation to start and execute properly.
It Will also be understood that an embodiment of the
present invention relates to a computer storage product With a

computer-readable medium having computer code thereon

rate control algorithm Will keep the quantization step-siZe

for performing various computer-implemented operations.

relatively constant, and the immediate effect Will be an
increase in bit rate rather than a reduction in visual quality due
to the reduced rate-distortion ef?ciency of the loWer encoding
level. For a VBR algorithm, only a permanent increase in

The media and computer code may be those specially
designed and constructed for the purposes of the present
invention, or they may be of the kind Well knoWn and avail
able to those having skill in the computer softWare arts.
Examples of computer-readable media include, but are not
limited to: magnetic media such as hard disks, ?oppy disks,
and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD-ROMs and

35

miscellaneous CPU usage Will cause a reduction in visual

quality as the rate control algorithm is forced to sloWly
increase the quantization step-siZe to achieve the target aver
age bit rate.

40

holographic devices; magneto-optical media such as optical

An example mapping of encoding level to encoder con

disks; and hardWare devices that are specially con?gured to

?guration modes is shoWn in FIG. 10 for one embodiment of
softWare video encoder 660. In one embodiment, the encod
ing levels correspond to decisions to select combinations of

integrated circuits (“ASICs”), programmable logic devices

noise pre-processing 1005, inverse telecine detection 1010,
high quality motion search 1015, bidirectional motion pre
diction 1020, half-pel motion vectors 1025, full frame motion
estimation 1030, ?eld frame discrete cosine transformation
(DCT) 1035, and full precision mean absolute difference
(MAD) calculations 1040. The mappings betWeen the encod
ing levels and the encoder con?gurations are chosen so that
the predicted CPU usages for each level increase monotoni
cally With n.

store and execute program code, such as application-speci?c

45

Java, C++, or other object-oriented programming language
50

and development tools. Another embodiment of the invention
may be implemented in hardWired circuitry in place of, or in
combination With, machine-executable softWare instructions.

The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation,

As previously discussed, embodiments of the present
invention include optimiZation criteria other than data pro
cessing quality, such as throughput. In a variety of applica

(“PLDs”) and ROM and RAM devices. Examples of com
puter code include machine code, such as produced by a
compiler, and ?les containing higher-level code that are
executed by a computer using an interpreter. For example, an
embodiment of the invention may be implemented using

55

used speci?c nomenclature to provide a thorough understand
ing of the invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to one
skilled in the art that speci?c details are not required in order

tions a user desires that a program, such as one performing a

to practice the invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of

non-real time data processing function, perform its function

speci?c embodiments of the invention are presented for pur
poses of illustration and description. They are not intended to
be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms
disclosed; obviously, many modi?cations and variations are

in the background as quickly as possible. HoWever, a user
may also Want to run other programs While the data process

60

ing function is being performed. If the program running in the

possible in vieW of the above teachings. The embodiments

background has too high of a processor utiliZation then other
program Will not start and execute properly. In accordance

Were chosen and described in order to best explain the prin

ciples of the invention and its practical applications, they

With one embodiment of the present invention, the perfor
mance levels may correspond to different tradeoffs betWeen
processor utiliZation and throughput With respect to at least a

minimum quality.

65

thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utiliZe the
invention and various embodiments With various modi?ca
tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is
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intended that the following claims and their equivalents

program to have the startup performance level With a

de?ne the scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of managing utilization of an integrated circuit

utiliZation by a margin selected to accommodate differ

processor utiliZation beloW a maximum IC processor

ences in processor performance of at least tWo different

(IC) processor, comprising:

types of IC processors.
8. The method of claim 7, Wherein said encoding levels

monitoring processor utiliZation by an adjustable softWare
video encoder program running on a ?rst thread, the

affect at least one of a noise reduction process, a prediction
algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of detail, a level of

adjustable video software encoder program having at
least tWo different performance levels associated With a

sophistication used in data analysis, a number of iterations

video quality of individual frames, Wherein each perfor

used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a motions search.

9. The method of claim 7, Wherein said encoding levels

mance level has a different associated IC processor uti

liZation and said performance levels comprise video
encoding levels corresponding to an encoder con?gura

correspond to decisions to select combinations of at least tWo

of noise pre-processing, inverse telecine detection, high qual
ity motion search, bidirectional motion search, half-pel

tion;
selecting a performance level corresponding to a video

motion vectors, full frame motion estimation, ?eld frame
discrete cosine transformation, and full precision mean abso
lute difference calculations.
10. The method of claim 7, Wherein said encoding levels

encoding level to achieve a highest possible video qual
ity While maintaining an idle thread utiliZation above a
minimum threshold selected to permit another softWare
program to load and execute; and

generating running estimates of processor utiliZation for
previous instantiations of the adjustable softWare video

20

system, comprising:

encoder program to determine hoW much to adjust said

performance levels.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
in a startup mode of operation, selecting a startup perfor

providing a softWare video encoder having a plurality of
25

mance level of said adjustable softWare video encoder
program to have the startup performance level With a

level corresponds to an encoder con?guration affecting a

processor utiliZation beloW a maximum IC processor
30

types of IC processors.

minimum threshold selected to permit another software
program to load and execute;
35

affect at least one of a noise reduction process, a prediction
algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of detail, a level of

softWare program to load and execute; and

used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a motions search.
40

of noise pre-processing, inverse telecine detection, high qual
ity motion search, bidirectional motion search, half-pel

affect at least one of a noise ?ltering process and image
resolution.
7. A method of managing utiliZation of an integrated circuit

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein said encoding levels
affect at least one of a noise reduction process, a prediction
algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of detail, a level of
45

13. The method of claim 11, Wherein said encoding levels
correspond to decisions to select combinations of at least tWo
50

of noise pre-processing, inverse telecine detection, high qual
ity motion search, bidirectional motion search, half-pel
motion vectors, full frame motion estimation, ?eld frame
discrete cosine transformation, and full precision mean abso
lute difference calculations.
14. The method of claim 11, Wherein said encoding levels

monitoring processor utiliZation by an adjustable softWare
video encoder program running on a ?rst thread, the

adjustable video softWare encoder program having at
55

video quality of individual frames, Wherein each perfor
mance level has a different associated IC processor uti

affect at least one of a noise ?ltering process and image
resolution.
15. A method of managing processor utiliZation in a video

system, comprising:

liZation and said performance levels comprise video
encoding levels corresponding to an encoder con?gura

tion;

sophistication used in data analysis, a number of iterations
used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a motions search.

(IC) processor, comprising:

least tWo different performance levels associated With a

encoder program to determine hoW much to adjust said

encoding levels.

correspond to decisions to select combinations of at least tWo

motion vectors, full frame motion estimation, ?eld frame
discrete cosine transformation, and full precision mean abso
lute difference calculations.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein said encoding levels

Wherein said softWare video encoder automatically adjusts
its encoding level to achieve the best video quality While
maintaining idle thread utiliZation to permit said another
generating running estimates of processor utiliZation for
previous instantiations of the adjustable softWare video

sophistication used in data analysis, a number of iterations

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein said encoding levels

monitoring processor utiliZation of said softWare video
encoder and of idle thread utiliZation;
determining a greatest encoding level of saidvideo encoder
to maintain a minimum idle thread utiliZation above a

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
in a startup mode of operation, selecting a minimum per
formance level as a starting performance level.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said encoding levels

encoding levels, each encoding level having a different
associated processor utiliZation, Where each encoding

video quality of individual frames;

utiliZation by a margin selected to accommodate differ
ences in processor performance of at least tWo different

affect at least one of a noise ?ltering process and image
resolution.
11. A method of managing processor utiliZation in a video

providing a softWare video encoder having a plurality of
60

selecting a performance level corresponding to a video

encoding levels, each encoding level having a different
associated processor utiliZation, Where each encoding

encoding level to achieve a highest possible video qual

level corresponds to an encoder con?guration affecting a

ity While maintaining an idle thread utiliZation above a
minimum threshold selected to permit another softWare
program to load and execute, and

video quality of individual frames;

in a startup mode of operation, selecting a startup perfor
mance level of said adjustable softWare video encoder

65

monitoring processor utiliZation of said softWare video
encoder and of idle thread utiliZation;
determining a greatest encoding level of said softWare
video encoder to maintain a minimum idle thread utili
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level corresponds to an encoder con?guration affecting a

Zation above a minimum threshold selected to permit
another software program to load and execute;

video quality of individual frames;

wherein said software video encoder automatically adjusts
its encoding level to achieve the best video quality while
maintaining idle thread utiliZation to permit said another

determine a greatest encoding level of the video encoder to
maintain a minimum idle thread utiliZation to maintain
an idle thread utiliZation above a minimum threshold

selected to permit another program to load and execute;

software program to load and execute; and

adjusting the encoding level to achieve the best video qual
ity of individual frames while maintaining idle thread

in a startup mode of operation, selecting a startup encoding
level of said software video encoder to have the startup

utiliZation to permit said another software program to
load and execute; and

encoding level with a processor utiliZation below a

maximum processor utiliZation by a margin selected to
accommodate differences in processor performance of
at least two different types of processors.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein said encoding levels

generate running estimates of processor utiliZation for pre
vious instantiations of the video encoder to determine

how much to adjust said performance levels.
24. The computer readable medium of claim 23, wherein

affect at least one of a noise reduction process, a prediction
algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of detail, a level of

said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise reduction
process, a prediction algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of

sophistication used in data analysis, a number of iterations
used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a motions search.

detail, a level of sophisticationused in data analysis, a number

17. The method of claim 15, wherein said encoding levels

of iterations used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a

correspond to decisions to select combinations of at least two

of noise pre-processing, inverse telecine detection, high qual
ity motion search, bidirectional motion search, half-pel
motion vectors, full frame motion estimation, ?eld frame
discrete cosine transformation, and full precision mean abso
lute difference calculations.
18. The method of claim 15, wherein said encoding levels

20

binations of noise pre-processing, inverse telecine detection,

high quality motion search, bidirectional motion search, half
25

30

video encoder program running on a ?rst thread, the

adjustable video encoder program having at least two
35

performance levels.
20. The computer readable medium of claim 19, wherein
said encoding levels correspond to decisions to select com
binations of at least two of noise pre-processing, inverse

ing to an encoder con?guration related to video quality;
select a performance level to achieve a highest possible
video quality of individual frames while maintaining an
40

45

to have the startup encoding level with a processor uti
liZation below a maximum processor utiliZation by a
margin selected to accommodate differences in proces
sor performance of at least two different types of pro

50

28. The computer readable medium of claim 27, wherein

cessors.

said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise reduction
process, a prediction algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of

full precision mean absolute difference calculations.
21. The computer readable medium of claim 19, wherein
said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise ?ltering

process and image resolution.
22. The computer readable medium of claim 19, wherein

detail, a level of sophisticationused in data analysis, a number
of iterations used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a
55

motions search.
29. The computer readable medium of claim 27, wherein
said encoding levels correspond to decisions to select com
binations of at least two of noise pre-processing, inverse

60

motion search, half-pel motion vectors, full frame motion
estimation, ?eld frame discrete cosine transformation, and

said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise reduction
process, a prediction algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of

detail, a level of sophistication used in data analysis, a number
of iterations used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a

telecine detection, high quality motion search, bidirectional

motions search.

23. A computer readable medium having computer code
comprising instructions selected to:

full precision mean absolute difference calculations.
30. The computer readable medium of claim 27, wherein
said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise ?ltering

monitor processor utiliZation of a video encoder and of idle

thread utiliZation, the video encoder having a plurality of
encoding levels each encoding level having a different
associated processor utiliZation, where each encoding

idle thread utiliZation above a minimum threshold
selected to permit another software program to load and

execute; and
in a startup mode of operation selecting a startup encoding
level of said adjustable software video encoder program

telecine detection, high quality motion search, bidirectional
motion search, half-pel motion vectors, full frame motion
estimation, ?eld frame discrete cosine transformation, and

adjustable software video encoder program having at
least two different performance levels, wherein said per

formance levels comprise encoding levels correspond

idle thread utiliZation above a minimum threshold
selected to permit another software program to load and

execute; and
generate running estimates of processor utiliZation for pre
vious instantiations of the adjustable software video
encoder program to determine how much to adjust said

process and image resolution.
27. A computer readable medium having computer code
comprising instructions selected to:
monitor processor utilization by an adjustable software
video encoder program running on a ?rst thread, the

different performance levels, wherein said performance
levels comprise encoding levels corresponding to an
encoder con?guration related to video quality;
select a performance level to achieve a highest possible
video quality of individual frames while maintaining an

pel motion vectors, full frame motion estimation, ?eld frame
discrete cosine transformation, and full precision mean abso
lute difference calculations.
26. The computer readable medium of claim 23, wherein
said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise ?ltering

affect at least one of a noise ?ltering process and image
resolution.

19. A computer readable medium having computer code
comprising instructions selected to:
monitor processor utiliZation by an adjustable software

motions search.
25. The computer readable medium of claim 23, wherein
said encoding levels correspond to decisions to select com

65

process and image resolution.
31. A computer readable medium having computer code
comprising instructions selected to:
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determine a greatest encoding level of a video encoder
having a plurality of encoding levels to maintain a mini

process, a prediction algorithm, a level of accuracy, a level of

mum idle thread utilization to maintain an idle thread
utilization above a minimum threshold selected to per

of iterations used, error handling processes, and a siZe of a

detail, a level of sophisticationused in data analysis, a number
motions search.
33. The computer readable medium of claim 31, Wherein
said encoding levels correspond to decisions to select com
binations of at least tWo of noise pre-processing, inverse

mit another program to load and execute;

adjusting the encoding level to achieve the best video qual
ity of individual frames While maintaining idle thread
utiliZation to permit said another softWare program to
load and executes and

telecine detection, high quality motion search, bidirectional
motion search, half-pel motion vectors, full frame motion
estimation, ?eld frame discrete cosine transformation, and

in a startup mode of operation, selecting a startup encoding
level of said video encoder to have the startup encoding

full precision mean absolute difference calculations.
34. The computer readable medium of claim 31, Wherein
said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise ?ltering

level With a processor utiliZation beloW a maximum

processor utiliZation by a margin selected to accommo
date differences in processor performance of at least tWo

different types of processors.
32. The computer readable medium of claim 31, Wherein
said encoding levels affect at least one of a noise reduction
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process and image resolution.

